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1. NAITTE OF PROPERTY

Historic Name: II{ARIB WEBSTER HOUSE

Other Nane/Site Number:

2. LOCATION

Street & Nuurber. 926 South Washington Street Not for publication:*

vicinityr*City/Town: Marion

State: IN County: Grant Code: 053 Zip Code: 459i

3. CIJASSfFICATfON

ownership of Property
Private: X

Public-Ioca1:
Public-State:

Public-Federal:

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing

1

Category of Property
Building(s): X

District:
Site:

Structure:
object:

Noncontributing
buildings
sites
structures
objects

1 0 Total

Number of Contributing Resources Previously Listed in the National
Register: 1

Name of Related Mu1tiple Property Listing: N/A
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{. STATE/FEDERAIJ AGENCY CERTTFTCATION

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act
1966r €IS amended, I hereby certify that this nomination requeslfor determination of etigibility neets the doffiEntation stanffis forregistering properties in the National Register of Historic places and
meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR p;
60. In ny opinion, the proPerty meets does not meet the NatiorRegister Criteria

Signature of Certifying Official Date

State or Federal Agency and Bureau

In my opinion, the property
Register criteria. does not meet the National

signature of Commenting offi Date

State or Federal Agency and Bureau

5. NATTONAIJ PARK EERVTCE CERTIFICATiON

T, hereby certify that this property is:

neets

Entered in the National Register
Determined eligible for the
National Register
Determined not eligible for
National Register
Removed frorn the National Register
other (expldin):

the

Signature of Keeper Date of Action
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5. FUNCTION OR U8E

Historic: Domestic

Current: Work in Progress

Sub: Single dwelling

Sub:

7. DESCRIPTION

ARCHITECT{JRAL CLASSIFICATION: Late 19th and 2Oth Century Revivals: Coloni
Revival

MATERIALS:
Foundation: Stone
Walls: Wood
Roof: Slate (synthetic)
Other:
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Describe Preaent and Eistoric Phyaical APP€aralcs.

DESCRIPTTON OF SITE:I

The Webster House is located approximately four blocks south of
downtown Marion on the west side of Washington Street (forrnally
Indiana Route 9). Washington Street was once lined with upper
rniddle class Victorian houses at the west edge of a neighborhood.- on the south side of the downtown; over time, the neighborhood
was displaced by the southward expansion of the downtown, and
commercial and industrial development associated with the
railroad corridor that is two blocks south of the Webster House.
Today only tno other houses renain on the block where the Webster
House is located, and the lot irnsrediately to the south of the
house is occupied by a drive-in restaurant.

The Webster House is a two-stoFy, ganbrel-roofed rectangrular
form. A two-stoEy, gabled end bay projects from the southwest
(rear) corner of the main wing, and a one-story, hip-roofed
kitchen wing extends behind the end bay of the main wing. A
two-story, flat-roofed polygonal bay is attached to the west end
of the north wall of the main wing. The house is sited with the
length of the main wing aligned parallel to the street, and the
east elevation is the front facade.

A one-story, mansard roof porch extends the full length of the
facade. Though many individual elements of the porch are now
missing, it is apparent, both from what remains and from historic
photographs, that the porch originally had Tuscan colonnettes
standing on panelled bases, a balustrade of straight sticking
under a handrail with ramps at the intersections with the column
bases, and a nodillion cornice. on the rear elevations, the
alcove formed between the main wing and its end bay is filled by
a flat-roofed, one-story porch. Both this porch and another
porch recessed under the northwest corner of the kitchen wing's
roof are supported by turned posts and had balustrades with plain
straight sticking.

The walls of the Webster House are clapboarded and trimmed with a
deep entablature and a nodillion cornice at the tops of the
walls. The plain wide casings of nost of the vrindow openings are
topped by either a wide casing board that continues the line of
the front porch cornicer or by the frieze at the top of the
walls. Where this device could not be used, as on the triple
windows on the gables of the nain wing, a wide lintel board with
architrave trim was employed. AII the windows have one-over-one,
double-hung sash that are original.

I This architectural description was prepared by Craig
Leonard, Historical Consultant, for the National Register of
Historic Places nomination form for this property, November 1991.
The status of the nonination is pending.
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On the central portion of the first floor of the front facade,
the front door is flanked by sidelights in the form of narrow
windows set above panelled apronsr' the casings of these openings
are trimmed as pilasters that support a dentilled architrave.
Above the front porch, three windows are girouPed above the
entrance to form a sinilar composition that suggests a Palladian
window. The facade is given frlrther formal emphasis by the
placement of three segrmental-arched dormers on the lower rake of
the nain roof. The larger central dorner has a pair of windows,
while the flanking dormers each have a single window. The dormer
windows are enframed by panelled casings that are topped by pairs
of shaped ancons, and the flat tynpana of the dormers are
decorated with patterns of rosettes. At least one historic view
of the house shows that balustrades nith straight sticking and
ramped rails onee existed between the dorners and on the flat
deck at the top of the mansard roof of the front porch; the porch
balustrade also had dies topped with urn-shaped finials. Thougrh
the treatment of the facade suggests a slmmetrical scheme, the
elements are actually set to the south of the centerline of the
elevation, and the bay spacing of the windows flanking the
central elenents is not equal on either side of the central
elements.

The first floor of the Webster House uses a variant of a pinwheel
plan with a stairhall as its central focus. The stairhall is a
roughly square room in the south end of the main wing. The front
door is located in the northeast corner of the room, and the
front stairway lands in the corner diagonally opposite the entry.
The stairs have a double-run platforn arrangement. The lower run
of steps has an open balustrade standing above a panelled apron
waII. The base of the stairs has a platforn at the third riserl
though the railing is missing from the north side of the
platforrn, the original starting newel, which has stop-chamfered
corners and is decorated with turned bulls-eyes and a turned
finial, is intactr is are the delicate turned spindles and heavy
handrail of the open balustrade. The second landing and the
upper run of the stairway are enclosed by plain plastered walls
and lighted by a pair of windows set high on the wall above the
landing. on the upper run of the stairs, a section of the same
type of handrail used on the lower run is wall-mounted with
ornate brackets in the form of grotesques.

A fireplace with a tiled hearth is centered on the south wall of
the stairhall; a historic photo shows that a window was once
located to the right (west,) of the rnantle. The mantlepiece
enframes the firebox and forms flanking alcoves enriched with
what-not shelves that have ball-and-stick decorations. The
nantle shelf is supported by a convex ribbed molding.

on the north end of the stairhall, a double opening with pocket
doors leads into the front parlor, and another double opening in
the northwest corner of the room opens into the dining room. A
single door located between these two openings provides access
into the back parlor. Another single door around the corner
forms the base of the stairs and provides access into what was
originally an ell-shaped hallway that contained a half-bath
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(under the landing of the front stairs) and the back and basement
stairways. These stairways are one above the other against the
outside (south) Irall of the house. Remodeling of the house into
apartments turned the passage behind the front stairway into a
full bath by extending it into the southeast corner of the dining
room and flooring over the landing of the basement stairs; the
back stairway to the second floor was first provided with a
separate outside entrance door on the south side of the house and
was later sealed over at its second floor landing when another
bathroom was added.

In the north end of the main wing, the front and back parlors are
presently separated by closet partitions. Though these rooms
were once perhaps divided by a wall, family members recall that
the Websters had conbined the two rooms into one large space
during their occupancy. The front parlor has a fireplace
centered on its north walli comparison with a hist,oric view shows
that the original room was only slightly wider than its present
size. The front parlor mantle is elaborated with freestanding
columns flanking both the tiled hearth and the bevelled
overmantle nirror. The nantlets stylized Tuscan columns are
topped by architrave blocks carved in low relief with geometric
leaf designs; similar motifs are used to enrich the ends of the
mantle shelf and the central portion of the overmantle shelf.
The hearth has its original coal grate, whose surround is
decorated with elassical torch and festoon rnotifs.

A polygonal bay window forms the north end of the back parlor,
which has a fireplace set on a diagonal wall in its southwest
corner. The mantle of this hearth is similar to the one in the
stairhall, with the exception that it has larger, more elaborate
hearth tiles. The tiles at the top corners of the hearthfront
have pairs of cherubs, while the remainder of the tiles across
the top of the opening repeat a floral design. Though the wall
above the mantle shelf is now clad in rnodern panelling, a
historic view of the room suggests that this hearth also had an
overmantle with a bevelled mirror. The back parlor also has a
door onto the rear alcove porch, though the historic view shows
that the Websters sometirnes concealed it betrind furniture.
The dining room is a roughly square space directly south of the
back parlor. This room also has a door onto the back porch, ds
well as a double window that overlooks the back yard. In the
southwest corner of the room, doors lead into the back ha}l and
into the rear wing. The rear wing contains two roomsl the
kitchen, immediately behind the diningi room, and a wood room or
pantry beyond (west of) the kitchen. The kitchen has an original
beaded wainscote and chair rail. A flue is on its east wall,
next to where a doorway once opened into the back hall. On the
opposite side of the room, doors lead into the pantry and onto
the rear wing's alcove porch.

The house has a partial basement that was once accessed both by
an interior stairway and by a hatch located in the alcove between
the wings of the house. Rooms located under the southern portion
of the main wing and under the kitchen have brick interior walls
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and floors (some of the floors have since been covered with
concrete). The perimeter walls are laid in limestone rubbler EIS

are those rrhich separate the basement rooms fron adjacent
crarrlspaces.

The plan of the second floor pinwheels about a square room at the
stair landing, and the najority of the rooms originally opened
onto this central space. Subsequent remodelling partitioned the
landing into a narrow hallway and a large closet. The front
stairtray lands in a plain plaster reveal between doorways that
are the landings of the back stairs and the stairway to the third
floor. At the west end of the present hallway a small recess
once provided access to the bathroom located on the southwest
corner of the second floor. Though the bath is still
identifiable by its beaded sainscoting and chair rail, the top of
the run of the back stairs has been floored over to create
another bath, and the rooms on the northwest corner of the second
floor have been subdivided to forn additional closets and a back
hall that extends to the north of the west end of the other hall.
Three rooms extend across the front (east) of the second floor;
these include a bedroom on the southeast corner, entered at the
east end of the present hall, a former dressing room connected to
the bedroom by a double-width opening, and a sitting room on the
northeast corner of the second floor.

The sitting room was originally used by Mrs. Webster as a place
to display guilts and quilt patterns to clients. The room's most
prominent features are a fireplace on the north wall and a large
closet opposite the hearth. The urantlepiece features a hearth
faced with enbossed tile that have a rope-mold motif; the hearth
apron has a checkered pattern. What-not shelves flank the hearth
opening, and the spandrel above the hearth has two stop-charnfered
panels. The fireplace includes its original fender, whose front
is decorated with a grotesque flanked by foliated ornament. The
large closet on the south side of the sitting room was used to
store the quilts and quilt patterns; family lore has it that coal
soot was so pervasive at the turn of the century that the
textiles had to be stored away in this closet at the end of each
day.

The third floor of the house is reached by an enclosed stairway
that is located above the run of the front stairway. The stairs
land on the third floor in a short hallway that is directly above
the second floor haII. Originally, the third floor consisted of
a large room above the main wing, a slightly smaller room under
the end gable of the main wing, and a bathroom on the southeast
corner of the floor, to the east of the stairway. Except for the
hallway, the rooms have knee walls and flat, ceilings; plain wide
casings and baseboards are used throughout the third floor.
Subsequent remodelling has included installation of a kitchen in
the east end of the hallway and partitions to create a roorn in
the southeast corner of the large room.

The Webster House has retained a great degree of architectural
integrity despite the fact that it underwent its first conversion
into apartments when Mrs. Webster sold it in L942. Fortunately,
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past remodelling was done for the most part by subdividing
original rooms and concealing or reusing original elements,
rather than removing thern. The first and second floors retain
most of their original center-cove casiDgs, bulls-eye block trirn,
and tall beaded baseboards, as weII as the mantlepieces with
their tiled hearths and cast iron fenders. The most significant
losses have been the renoval of a nehrel post and a section of
rail at the base of the front stairs (apparentll' 6tt"e enclosed by
partitions), and the loss of the trin and some of the columns of
the front and back porches.

The Webster House is being rehabilitated. Already, the 9o-year-
old slate roof has been replaced with rrsupradurr rt a synthetic
slate. As part of this process, the house etas exarnined by
Consulting Restoration Architect Craig Leonard of Bluffton,
Indiana. with minor exceptions, he confirmed the findings of
Paul- C. Diebold, Historian for the State Historic Preservation
Office of Indiana. Diebold's conclusions are that the material
and workmanship, and design of the house, are substantially
intact; that the modest changes in the original house were made
by Webster and are, therefore, historic; and that subsequent
changes are minor. Leonard added that poverty was an aIIy to
preservation of the house, in that panel board and partitions
lrere sinply applied over or onto walls, Ieaving the woodwork
Iargety intact.2

2 Paul C. Diebold to Ben Levy, January 11, Lgg3, National
Park Service History Division fites, Washington, DC (see
Attachment A) I interview with craig Leonard by Ben Levy and page
Putnam Miller, National Park Service History Division, February
16, 1993.
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8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICAIICE

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in
relation to other properties: Nationally: X Statewide: Locally:_

Applicable National
Register Criteria: A-J- B-J- C- D-

Criteria Considerations
(Exceptions) : ABCDEFG

NHL Criteriaz L, 2

NHL Therne(s): XXVI. Decorative and Folk Art

Areas of Significance: Art

Period(s) of Significance: L9O9-L942

Significant Dates: 1909, 1911, 1915, L92L

Significant Person(s): Marie Webster

Cultural Affiliation:
Architect/Builder:

N/A

v/T
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State Significance of ProPertY, aDd Justify Criteria, Criteria
Considerationg, aDd Ar€as and Periods of Siglificance lloted Alrove'

HTSTORICAL SIGNTFTCA}.ICE :

The house at 926 South Washington Street is nationally
significant because of its association with Marie Webster, a
master at quilting and a noted advocate of this artistic craft.
Webster made quilts in the first half of the twentieth centuty,
and represents a shift from traditional designs to nodern designs
inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement. She also wrote the
pathbreaking book QuiTts: Their Story and How to l4ake Them which
was the first history of guilting and the first book to
demonstrate how to make a guilt. This book went through numerous
editions; it is still in print today and is cited as a urajor work
of quilt history in almost every recent book on quilting
consulted for this statement. Furthermore, Webster
revolutionized the production of quilts by forming the Practical
Patchwork Company which sold patterns, quilt kits, and even
finished quilts. Not only nere ltarie Webster's designs works of
art, but by publishing her designs in magazines such as -Ladjes
Home JournaT, she nade her quilts and design patterns accessible
to a wide audience. Prior to Webster, most quilt patterns hrere
passed down from generation to generation and were of a regional
nature. By selling her patterns, Webster's guilts were not
limited to the midwest; her quilt patterns are found throughout
the country. According to the National Park Service Thematic
Framework, the Marie Webster House falls under theme XXVI:
Decorative and Folk Art.

Recently, Webster has become the subject of museum exhibits on
quilting. In 1991, the Indianapolis Museum of Art inaugurated
its new textile gallery with an exhibit, trMarie Webster Quilts:
A Retrospective. rf That exhibit wiII be at the Museum of American
FoIk Art in New York City in May 1993. The exhibit catalog had
this to say about l{ebster:

[Her] pioneer industry-producing, promoting and selling
patterns-became one of the rnost successful in the
country and was in operation for more than fifteen
years... What started out as a mere hobby became a
well-organized and successful business in the 1920s and
1930s... Her successful business, Iectures and quilt
exhibitions had a rnajor irnpact in the quilt revival of
the early 1900s....

Her work resulted in an intriguing style that
revolutionized twentieth-century quiltmaking [and]
influenced generations of quiltmakers.r

I Niloo Imami-Paydar, Catalog, ffMarie
Retrospective, March 24-September 30, 1991,
Indiana: Indianapolis iluseum of Art, 1991)

Webster Quilts: Arr (Indianapolis,
r no page.
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Marie Webster lived in this house from ].9O2 until L942, the span
of time in which she was quilting. She did not begin quilting
until 1909, and did all of her needlework in this house. The
headquarters of the Practical Patchwork Company vtas also located
in this house, in the sitting roon, for the entire Period of time
it existed--from 1921 until L942. Furthermore, Webster's
landmark book, QuiTts: Their Stoty and How to l{ake Them, was
written while she lived in this house. When Marie Webster rnoved
out of this house in 1942, she disbanded the Practical Patchwork
Company and ceased to make any more quilts. Thus, it is this
house that is most closely associated with Marie Webster's career
as a quilter.

The history of American guilting dates to the first settlers in
the colonies, although quilis were expensive and, therefore,
quite rare until after the colonial period. Drawing on European
traditions of applique, enbroidery, and quilting itself, settlers
in America set about, creating their own individual style of
Arnerican quilts. As quilting became more popular after the
Revolutionary War, guilting became a social and practical event.
By the early nineteenth century, a wide variety of textiles
becarne available due to machine spinning and weaving, and cotton
cloth and thread were now affordable. The quilt designs of this
period included the standard styles such as floral motifs and
pieced quilts of printed and plain fabricsr ds well as whole-
cloth quilts made of a variety of fabrics that demonstrated the
quilter's skiIl. The increased availability of thread meant that
quilts could now have more elaborate quilted designs as weII as
stuffed detailing. In addition, since fabric was less expensive,
quilt makers could choose color and pattern schemes. Traditional
star and circular patterns gave way to elaborate variations of
this theme, often covering the entire quilt.2

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, guilting
played a significant role in many Arnerican women's 1ives. Young
girls learned patchwork at home and school, and, as they grehr
older and more skilled, they participated in the traditional-
quilting bee. This served the dual function of completing a
quilt rapidly, and providing a social outlet for both women and
men who often lived far apart from their neighbors. There is
even evidence of couples who met at a quilting party and later
married!3

By the mid-nineteenth century, quilts often depicted a theme and
some hrere known as Album Quilts. Friends would each create a
square for the quilt, or each autograph one of a group of
identical squares. Some quilts were designed with a particular
theme, such as temperance, and often were used for fundraising
purposes. Another quilt fad was the Crazy euilt, popular in the

2 Barbara Brackman, Clues in the
Identifying and Dating /,lttique QuiTts
Publications, L989) 13-19, passim.

Calico: A Guide to
(Mclean, Virginia: EPM

3 Brackman, 20.
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late Victorian age. In these guilts, a variety of fabrics--often
silk scraps of dresses or other articles of clothing--were
randomly pieced together to make a whole quilt of irregular
design.' However, throughout the country, quilt designs were of
a regional nature. For examPle, Album Quilts were most popular
in the ilid-Atlantic states.

By the beginning of the twentieth century, quilt- patterns, which
hid traditionally been handed down from generation to generation,
became more widely available due to magazines. Popular
magazines, such as lfearth and Home and fhe American Woman,
dedicated colunns to guilting and needlework and Published
patterns. These patterns were essentially the same that had been
popular throughout the nineteenth century, updating designs onl-y
wiln new fabrics or colors.s

By the beginning of the twentieth century, a nerl movement, known
as Arts and Crafts, was becoming popular. Designers, architects,
and artists were advocating a departure fron Victorian decorative
excesses and industrialization. These artists sought an
alternative, and designed siurple, well-crafted houses, furniture,
and other items of the decorative arts including pottery and
quilts. The Arts and Crafts movenent wanted to integrate art
into every day life, thus every day objects--as ordinary as
tableware and bedcoverings--achieved a valued place in the home.
They becane more than utilitarian objects; they became art
objects, ascribing to the Arts and Crafts ideal, rrart for life's
sakerrt rather than frart for artts sake.rr Fabric, embroidery, and
textile design were significant aspects of the Arts and Crafts
movement; Candace Wheeler's skill and involvenent with Louis
Comfort Tiffany's Associated Artists is one superb example.6
Marie Webster adopted this textile tradition of the Arts and
Crafts movenent, and designed artistic, modern quilts that
subscribed to the Arts and Crafts ideal of high quality crafted
objects.

a Brackman, 20, 25.
5 Brackman, 28-29.
6 Given the space liroitations in this nomination form, it

is impossible to fully address the American Arts and Crafts
movement, its European roots, or the significance of embroidery,
lacemaking, and textile design within the Arts and Crafts
context. For a discussion on the Arts and Crafts Movement, see:
Wendy Kaplan, "The Art That is Lite" The Arts and Cratts lilovement
in America 7875-7920 (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., L987) i
Eileen Boris, Art and Lahor (Philadelphia: Ternple University
Press, 1985); Anthea Callen, llomen Artists of the Arts and Crafts
l{ovement, 7870-191-4 (New York: Pantheon Books, L9791 ; Tod M.
Volpe and Beth Cathers, Treasures of the American Arts and Crafts
l{ovement, L890-7920 (New Yorks Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1988);
Edward Lucie-Snith, The Story of Craft: The Craftsman's RoIe in
Society (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1981).
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Marie Webster lras born in 1859 in a small town in rural northern
Indiana. She attended local public schools, and graduated at the
top of her high school c}ass. She married a successful
buiinessman, eeorge Webster, in 1884' and following an extended
honeymoon, ine couple settled in Chicago. A few years Iater, the
I{ebsters moved to Ceorge's home town of Marion, Indiana, a
burgeoning manufacturing center. George was a banker' and the
cou;Ie trivelled extensively--to the World's col,umbian Exposition
in bhicago in 1993 and to Europe in 1899. Marie Webster was
active in Uarion conmunity activities such as dramatic clubs and
volunteer programs, Her main pastime was sewing and needlework.
She had been enbroidering household linens since she was a chi1d,
but did not make her first quilt until 1909, when she was fifty
years old.7

Marie Webster became a quilt enthusiast. The popular geometric
pieced quilts were not to her liking, so she designed her own
lppligued patterns. Her first quilt was based on the traditional
,tRose -of Sharonl pattern. Webster adapted this design to her own
liking. She ffappligueid petals cut fron soft shades of linen,
adding a graceful curving trellis to unify the design. By
quilting iround each leaf and flower, she created a stunning
€nree-aimensional ef fect. rrt

At the turn of the century, Ladies Home Journal, Iike the popular
Arts and CrafLs Crattsman rnagazine, was interested in promoting
Arts and Crafts ideals. Editor Edward Bok cornmissioned prominent
designers such as Hugh Garden, Wil Brad1ey, and Frank Lloyd
Wright to create designs for his magazine. He also cornrnissioned
artists such as Maxfield Parrish and Jessie Wilcox Srnith to
design patterns for quilts, Yet, since these individuals were
artists rather than quilters, the patterns ltere not successful as
completed quilts. Bok instead chose to feature four fu1l-color
designs of the amateur Marie Webster, published in the January 1,
1911 issue. Given Ladies Home JournaT's circulation of over 1.5
nillion readers, Marie Webster soon became a household narne.e
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Contemporary newspapers hailed Webster. According to the Marjon
DaiTy Chronicle,

Ur. Bok, ed.itor of the Ladies Home JournaT, has taken a
great interest in t{rs. Webster's work. The magazines,
like the Greeks, are always seeking some new thing, and
in Mrs. t{ebsterts guilt designs I{r. Bok found something
so unigue that they have strongly appealed to him.

Another nenspaper credited Webster with ltquietly reviving, by her
own efforts, the ancient art of quiltmaking. . . with a poet's
sense of subject matter and an artistts eye for color. .tt10

Following the publication of Webster's guilts, trPink Rose,rl
rrSnowf laker tt Ilris, rr and rrWind-bl-own Tulip, rr she was inundated
with requests for patterns. Her son Laurence, a mechanical
engineer, helped her to solve the problen by blueprinting the
patterns. Thus, Webster assenbled full-size quilt mock-ups of
the quilt blocks and borders, and included a list of
instructions. Within one month of the Ladies Home Journal
publication, Webster was selling her quilt patterns for 50 cents.

Webster also began to exhibit her guilts at places such as
Marshall Field and Company in Chicago. According to the ivlarjon
DaiTy Chronicle, even before the exhibit opened |teverything
halted in the fancy goods department while employees flocked
about the striking creations which represent a new development in
artistic handiwor[. rrrr Due to her success, Ladies Home Journal
published another Webster series of designs between August 1911
and August L9L2.

In !9L2, the New York publisher Doubleday, Page & Co. invited
Marie Webster to write a book on the history of quilting.
Webster studied the history of needlework and quilting, tracing
the history back to ancient Egypt and up through guilting in
America. The second port,ion of the book was a practical
instruction manual describing the process with which to make
quilts. The book was illustrated with her own quilts. QuiTts:
Their Story and How to I'Iake Them was published in 1915, and was
subseguently reviewed by a number of newspapers, including the
New York Times and the Chicago Tribune. The PhiTadeTphia Ledger
wrote:

To the ordinary unenlightened reader this book will
prove a perfect revelation, for it is astonishing how
much interest and romance the author has succeeded in
weaving round an apparently conmonplace subject.12

r0 Both newspapers quoted in rrMarie Webster euilts: A
Retrospective, rr 1.

rr Marion DaiTy ChronicTe, 10 February 1911, ds quoted in
Perry.

12 As guoted in Perry , 2L3.
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The Arts and Crafts magazine, the Craftsman, reviewed it and
declared the book rrthoioughly delightful. . one of the most
attractive of the recent handcraft books. Every New Englander,
collector, antiquarian, should possess this book.rr'"

A requisition form for quilt patterns was included with her book'
tnu= Uarie Webster nas once again inundated with reguests for
Datterns. By L921, she forned The Practical Patchwork company
iitn tro fri-ends, and her manufacture of quilt patterns evolved
into a true cottage industry. Webster, along wj-th Ida Hess and
nvangefine Beshore, manufaclured basted quilts,ald kits of pre-
cut iabrics for quilt designs. They advertised in various
rnigazines, including House BeautifuT, and sold their kits through
nait order and in retait stores. Marie webster served as the
designer, and the kits hrere sold in various degrrees of
cornpieti6n. A custorner could purchase a completely finished
q"iii, a guilt with the appliques pastgf on but that still
iequired Jome work, or a pattern kit which included the pattern
blieprint, a photo, and fabric swatches. Prices ranged from as
Iittle as 50 cents to as much as $10o.

The popularity of Webster quilts continued to grow. Marie
Websler lectuied throughout the country on guilt history and
quilt manufacturing. She judged contestsr.and conti-nued to have
lier patterns puUtiined in magazines including House BeautifuT,
Weedlecratt, ind Ladies Home JournaT. By L926, her book, QuiTts:
Their Story and How to l{ake Them, hras still the only work on the
subject, a-nd new editions were published in L926 ' L928, and L929.

By 1930, dt the age of'7O, Webster continued to run the Practical
pltchwork Company, even though she no longer created any new
quilt designs-. bven as it grew, the company continued to be run
6ut of Webiterrs house on Washington Street. Her closet shelves
were lined with boxes that contained the fabric and patterns used
by her company.

In Lg42, Marie Webster retired, and moved with her son and his
farnily to New Jersey. Although she was no longer.running the.
pract-ical Patchwork Cornpany or making any more quilts, she stil1
corresponded with quilters from around the world. Her book was
published again in 1-943 and 1948, and with recent, renewed
interest in quilts, it was published again in l-990. Marie
Webster died in 1956 at the aqe of 97 -'"

As quoted in Perry | 21-3.

Perry, 22O-2L.
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10. GEOGRAPEICAL DATA

Acreage of Property: Less than one (1) acre

II1IM References i Zone Northing Easting

A 15 4489700 613480

Verbal Boundary DescriPtion:
part of the southhrest quarter of the southeast quarter of Section
6, Range I East in Center Township, Marion County, Indiana, being
overall a tract extending L79 feet west of the west line of
Washington Street at point L7O feet north of the north line of
Tenth Street, then north 66 feet, then east L79 feet, then south
66 feet to the point of beginning.

Boundary Justif ication :

The nominated property constitutes the entire parcel originally
owned by the Websters during the period of significance, and also
includes the entire property held by the current owner.

11. FORU PREPARED BY

Nane/TitIe:

Telephone:

Date:

JiIl S. Mesirow and Dr. Page Putnarn Miller
National Coordinatinqr Comnittee

for the Promotion of History
400 A Street, SE
Washington, DC 20003

(2O2) 544-2422

June 22, L992

National Park Service/WAsO/History Division (418): April 7, 1993
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